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Appendix 1. Public comments 

Consolidated Plan: Written comments received 
Submitted December 21, 2017 – April 10, 2018 
(Does not include Assessment of Fair Housing comment period) 
 

Housing Affordability and Zoning 

Email received: March 28, 2018 
From: Kornelis, Jon S Jon.Kornelis@bp.com 
Subject: RE: Remind: Consolidated Plan Open House - Today! 
 
Thank you for the invite to the Open house on Monday. It was very informative and I learned a lot about 
what the city was doing, and about their future plans. It was also nice to talk with a few of the city staff 
and to talk with April Barker from the City council. One of the questions I was asked by staff was what 
did I think the city should be doing about housing. I did have some feedback with a few of the staff that 
where there but here are some of my responses. 
 

1. Continue to build the big apartment complexes. A lot of people don’t like them but they are the 
answer to cheaper housing. If done right they work.  

2. Expand the UGA’s. There may be some land left in the City limits to develop but it seems to be 
something that either drives the price up, or environmental constraints on it. (a lot of 
wetlands/hard to build on lots) A lot of this land may be better off left as green spaces. There is 
a lot of land to the north and south of the city that would be easy to develop. 

3. Allow building on the empty lots in the UGA. There is already Urban density here and lots that 
would be available if they had water and sewer. Most of these lots have the water and sewer 
going to them and people could and would build but the city won’t allow hookups (the city 
already allows hookups for some big business and developers but not for small property 
owners-example, the new Holiday Inn Hotel at the airport). 

4. Encourage the ADU’s where they in neighborhoods that will except them.  
5. Try to develop some type of development plan to connect and work with the city of Ferndale. 

The I5 corridor is already being built out commercially but not a lot of residential being mixed in 
with it. (trying to think of homes that are close to business making for short commutes—similar 
to the Haskell business park or Iron gate) 

6. Keep up the good work with the Green ways and parks. Bellingham is doing a great job with this. 
Make sure to secure park land and trails as the city grows. Make sure the trails coming out of 
the North end of Bellingham connect up with the South end of Ferndale. 

7. Be thoughtful of future road connections and traffic plans. It currently is quite hard to get 
around Bellingham due to its general layout. Need to look into improving various connectors. An 
example would be the lack of east and west connectors between Smith road and Bakerview 
road.  

 
Thank you for giving the community an opportunity to give input. I know that community development 
is a very difficult thing and making everyone happy is quite impossible.  
 
Thanks again for your hard work! 
Jon Kornelis 
 

mailto:Jon.Kornelis@bp.com
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Submitter: Patricia Leja 
Address: 4396 Saddlestone Dr 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98226 
Comments:  
We would like to see more 55+ Active Retirement Community Single Family Homes in Bellingham. With 
the rapidly growing number of retirees settling in Bellingham, this is something that is desperately 
needed. Are there any plans in the works?  
 
Submitter: Izaac Post 
Address: 2105 Knox Ave Apt. 3 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
The City has excellent guidelines for infill housing, but they are not allowed to be applied to single family 
zones. Please encourage infill housing types to be built in single family zones. Infill housing supplies 
more houses inside our existing city limits, reducing sprawl and the negative side-effects of sprawl such 
as increased pollution, increased vehicle miles, and increased storm water runoff. Increasing our density 
will provide more diversity of housing types and more affordable housing types near where people 
already live, work, and play—and reduces the need for new or expanded infrastructure that greenfield 
development requires. Lastly, parking is an amenity, not a right—and our laws should reflect that. 
Remove parking minimums, at least from neighborhoods served by bus service. Bus riders shouldn’t be 
forced to pay for a parking spot with their apartment or house if they don’t own a car. 
 
In summary, please adopt the infill toolkit for use in all single-family zones to create more diversity and 
affordability in our housing supply. Remove barriers to increased density such as parking minimums. 
Thank you! 
 
Submitter: ERIC RODRICK 
Address: 3219 Pinewood Avenue, apt C4 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
I am very concerned about converting all single-family zoning in the city to multi-family zoning (in all but 
name) by allowing second residences up to 90% of the size of the original. 
 
There is no evidence this will generate equality. 
 
There is no evidence it will achieve its stated goals. 
 
There is plentiful evidence that its advocates have vested interest, as most are landlords and developers 
seeking to profit in a changed real estate market. 
 
Just the disingenuous and dishonest arguments of the proponents should be cause enough not to move 
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forward with that aspect of the plan, but if that is not enough then retaining the respect of the people 
(and possible their votes) surely is. Seattle attempted a similar change recently, and was forcibly 
restrained because though they have (dishonestly and disingenuously) maintained that the measure 
would not require an environmental impact study, in fact it did. Should the council pass a similar 
measure here, it will certainly also be frozen pending environmental impact study and the people of this 
city will come to understand how little respect their council has for environmental concerns and how 
deeply they are in the pockets of developers and small, minority groups of wealthy land-owners. 
 
That is what the people will see if this measure is passed and restrained only by appeal, essentially 
confirming that it was deficient and known to be from the beginning. 
 
 
Submitter: Natalia Robinson 
Address: 1401 James St 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
It is vital to this community to focus on affordable housing. Alternative housing such as ADUs, low 
income hud housing and section 8 homes help address this concern. Currently the available housing in 
Bellingham is so costly that the majority of Bellingham housing is inaccessible to Bellingham citizens. We 
desperately need a shift in priorities. If it were not for disabled income based apartments, I would be 
homeless.  
 
 
Email received: April 10, 2018 
From: Paul Klein rovenorth@yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Last chance to submit your written comments! 
 
Dear Department members: 
 
First of all, thank you for the important and monumental effort of producing the City of Bellingham 
2018-2022 Consolidated Plan draft for public comment.  I can only imagine the amount of work that 
went into it, and you deserve real kudos. 
 
Overall, I concur with the Strategic Plan described in pages 45 through 56, and have fundamentally just 
one objection, two concerns related to that objection, and one suggestion. 
 
1. My objection 
 
I disagree with the notion, expressed within the pages of the Strategic Plan and elsewhere in the draft, 
that infill in neighborhoods currently zoned single family residential will assist those among us with the 
lowest incomes. 
 
Page 48 states in its first paragraph: "The greatest need in our community is to assist those with the 
lowest incomes."  I agree unequivocally.  In furtherance of doing so, the "Tier I priorities" are stated as: 
"support the acquisition and development of housing units affordable for low-income residents," "allow 
for infill, multifamily, and group housing in more neighborhoods," and "increase the City's proactive role 
in affordable housing development." 

mailto:rovenorth@yahoo.com
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I agree overall with those priorities except, as I've already stated, the "infill."  Would it increase the 
housing supply?  Yes, obviously.  Would it directly or even indirectly increase a housing supply 
specifically targeted to assist those most in need?  I doubt it, and I know of no reputable studies to 
assuage that doubt. 
 
2. My concerns 
 
Like many others in our community, I am concerned that infill in at least some neighborhoods currently 
zoned single family residential will result in a degradation in its residents' quality of life, and even in 
degradation in the quality of life in Bellingham as a whole. 
 
Additionally, like many seniors on modest, fixed pensions, I am concerned about the potential tax 
consequences of infill.  Page 23 of the Consolidated Plan draft states: "Many retired seniors live on a 
fixed income and cannot afford rental costs or property tax increases.  In fact, senior households make 
up the majority of owner-occupied households that are cost burdened."  That's my wife, Emily, and me. 
 
I searched throughout the Consolidated Plan draft to see a discussion of whether infill might have the 
effect of raising our property taxes, and found nothing on the topic.  Did I miss it?  Whether I did or not, 
isn't there credible evidence that infill does in fact routinely have that result?  If so, there's an important 
"disconnect" between the facts about seniors stated on page 23 and the claimed benefits of infill. 
 
3. My suggestion 
 
Already quoted above, the Consolidated Plan draft states there should be "an increase in the City's 
proactive role in affordable housing development."  On that point, I have long wondered why the City 
apparently does not routinely require a percentage of new construction of various housing types be 
produced for low-income residents.  Am I correct in that observation?  I did not see it addressed at all in 
the Consolidated Plan draft.  As you no doubt know, permits for new construction of various types of 
housing are routinely conditioned to produce that result elsewhere in the US.  I suggest it should 
become a high priority for the City. 
 
In closing, again, thank you for your efforts! 
 
Sincerely, 
Paul Klein 
3205 Alderwood Avenue 
 
Kate, I sincerely apologize.  After thirty years together, you'd think I might have learned to always ask 
Emily for her thoughts before clicking "send."  I have one additional comment.  Again, I apologize, and 
ask that it be attached to my previous email. 
 
Dear Department of Planning and Community Development members: 
 
I did not see a discussion, in the Consolidated Plan draft, of the effects of "Airbnb" and similar vacation 
rental arrangements.  It seems to me this might be an important omission when undertaking the task of 
planning Bellingham's housing future. 
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For example, if we promote DADUs, isn't it just as likely or even more likely that a person would build 
one to rent to vacationers, rather than long term residents, much less low to moderate income 
residents?  I honestly have no objection to it, but nearby in my neighborhood, I know two households 
that rent rooms to vacationers, one households that rents an attached ADU to vacationers, and one 
household that rents a DADU to vacationers. Those are just the folks I know, within a handful of blocks! 
 
My very basic understanding is that the "Airbnb" and similar vacation rental markets might be difficult 
to quantify, much less regulate.  I don't envy you or anyone else the task.  Still, I think it merits a good 
deal of thought if we are to have faith in the claimed outcomes of planning. 
 
Sincerely, 
Paul Klein 
3205 Alderwood Avenue 
 

Homelessness 

Submitter: Cari Duffy 
Address: 3214 Cherrywood Ave 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
I do not agree with increasing taxes in any way to compensate for homeless issues or affordability. I also 
do not agree that we need to do anything about affordability. This is what happens in a town that is 
growing bigger and more expensive. People move into smaller communities when they cannot afford to 
be in Bellingham anymore. This is life. Stop allowing the homeless to ruin our city! 
 
Submitter: Schyler Duryee 
Address: 1200 N. Garden St. 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
I think that this is a good start to getting people housed but I think there should also be a focus on giving 
support to people who have or are facing homelessness or those with lower incomes struggling with the 
costs of housing as well as other necessities for living. I think that there are a lot of rules and regulations 
that come along with subsidized housing and I think if the city will work with those who are struggling 
with housing we can focus on an even bigger problem of what comes with having low income. These 
support services should work with individuals with issues involving financing, mental health, substance 
abuse, etc. I think that too often policies expect those who are marginalized by income are put under a 
microscope to be absolutely perfect when nobodies perfect no matter what income bracket they fall in. I 
think that if that is considered then this could be a successful plan in elevating the number of people 
who have to face homelessness and helping a bigger problem from continuing its cycle. 
 
 
 
 
Submitter: Mary A Dickman 
Address: 1026 North Forest 
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City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
Whatcom County needs to provide, or allow, more support for transitional housing for individuals...both 
male and female. The new approach by the United Way to focus support on agencies with children, of 
course a high priority, leaves the single, needy population at risk. Mental problems, drug or alcohol 
addiction make placement difficult but progress can be attained. 
 
No population center should look like the streets of so many US cities....disenfranchised people, all ages, 
pushing carts with all their belongings, rain or shine, no place to go. We did better in the Depression....at 
least many showed human kindness to their fellow man and shared what little they had. 
 
 

Neighborhood Equity/Equality 

Submitter: Brian Estes 
Address: 4720 Spring Vista Way 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98226 
Comments:  
I highly endorse this latest section of the consolidated plan. Lack of fair housing opportunities is a very 
important issue in Bellingham and the solutions listed below are a great first step towards addressing 
them. We need the infill toolkit implemented city-wide ASAP. While Bellingham prides itself on being a 
welcoming, liberal city, for too long our housing and zoning policies reinforce racial and income 
segregation by neighborhood. More publicity and education of the public about the results of the resent 
2018-2022 Fair Housing Assessment report would greatly aid this effort as well.  
 
Promote Neighborhood Equity  
Concentrating any single type of housing in a neighborhood limits economic diversity and housing 
choice. For families to achieve financial stability and economic independence, they need to all have 
access to good schools and affordable housing which is located near their place of work. In keeping with 
HUD’s goal to provide affordable housing that is accessible to job opportunities and the City’s strategic 
commitment to equity and social justice, the City should promote affordable housing options within all 
neighborhoods. This would help disburse low-income and minority populations proportionately 
throughout the City and help avoid problems that can come with high concentrations of poverty.  
 
Tier 1 priorities:  
• Support the acquisition of existing ‘naturally occurring’ rental units in higher poverty neighborhoods as 
a strategy to prevent displacement with gentrification.  
 
Tier 2 priorities:  
• Address infrastructure needs in underserved neighborhoods.  
• Conduct a housing equity audit by neighborhood.  
• Diversify urban villages and higher income neighborhoods by adding affordable housing for low 
income residents in areas where it is lacking. 
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Submitter: Shovia Muchirawehondo 
Address: 2551 Donovan Avenue 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
In the Plan as well as the assessment there is ample evidence that race and the practice of racism is a 
factor in the housing issues of Bellingham. We must address equality in housing and income in 
Bellingham in some way to ensure that there is a move toward a more equitable housing situation for 
communities of color in Bellingham. While mentioned in the assessment, there is not reference to the 
fact that a barrier that exists is that "they felt unwelcome somewhere because of their race, or because 
they are “not white". This coupled with the disparity issues reflected in the plan should lead to a goal 
that reduces this fear through the city taking a hard stance against any discrimination based upon race.  
 
In this plan, there should be the inclusion of specific goals and actions that promote equality to affirm 
equity. The city should require diversity training for all city employees that deal with any issues but 
particularly deal with housing issues. Any plan associated with ensuring that a move away from housing 
inequalities based upon race should include and have as primary stakeholders those from communities 
of color. Equality promotes equity.  

 

Submitter: Tina McKim 
Address: 2333 Humboldt St 
City: Bellingham 
State: WA 
Zip: 98225 
Comments:  
Birchwood needs an accessible, affordable, culturally diverse and appropriate grocery store to provide 
fresh, healthy food. It is important that this grocery does not contribute to the gentrification of the 
neighborhood, as residents are already being forced out by higher rents. It is important that any 
planning in the Birchwood neighborhood be based on the needs and desires of those most affected in 
the neighborhood; in the case of the grocery, those who have lost their place to get groceries (in 
particular the disabled, poor, people of color and the elderly)should have their voices at the forefront of 
any decision. Outreach must be extensive and accessible to the disabled, those who speak various 
languages and those who work multiple jobs. Surveyed neighbors also note the lack of community 
center/ social meeting spaces in the neighborhood, which would have a positive impact on the health 
and spirit of the neighborhood. The issue of non-compete clauses in the city in the case of essential 
needs such as groceries must also be urgently addressed. These clauses must be prohibited in COB. No 
neighborhood should have to go hungry because some corporation decides it wants to make more 
money somewhere else, chasing after a different income / demographic bracket. The city missed a real 
opportunity to purchase the Albertsons building and lease it out to essential services needed in the area.  
 
 
 

General comments 

Email received: March 13, 2018 
From: Katherine Freimund director@whatcomliteracy.org 
Subject: Re: Consolidated Plan: public comment period is open 

mailto:director@whatcomliteracy.org
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Regarding the Consolidated Plan, a note: In Figure 12. Bellingham School District: % minority and 
free/reduced meals by elementary school on page 31 it includes Irene Reither. The last time I checked 
Irene Reither was in the Meridian School District. 
 
Thank you for all of your good work on this project. 
 
Best, 
Katherine 
 
 
Email received: March 22, 2018 
From: Ivana Grace ivanamazingrace@yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Consolidated Plan Open House - Monday 
THAN YOU! This is very thoughtful, and I appreciate the 'transparency' in this public/civic action, 
reminding us that THIS IS OUR CITY, after all, blessed to be a DEMOCRACY!!! Looking forward, Ivana 
Grace 
 
 
Email received: April 10, 2018 
From: Mike and Kristina Heintz <mikeheintz@msn.com> 
Subject: 2018-2023 Consolidated Plan Public Comment 
Good Afternoon, Kate, 

I want to provide comment on the City Council's Consolidated Plan for 2018-2023. 

This updated Consolidated Plan is stellar! It is amazingly well- written, concise, evidence-based, data-
driven & compassionate policy proposal that strives for and will create a more inclusive & socially-
equitable community! 

I support it completely and urge its adoption as written. 

I also want to thank the Council members who authored it for their dedication, hard thoughtful work 
and insight! It eloquently articulates our shared community goals to create an inclusive city where all 
can thrive and provides the guidance & policy to achieve those goals. The tiered approach is wonderful! 

Good Afternoon, again, Kate,  

As part of the input for the Consolidated Plan public comment, I would like to add the following links for 
inspiration & guidance for policy implementation & success of the plan.  

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/casestudies/study-030718.html  

Inspirational project to create low to mid-income housing & commitment to healthy living & local 
sustainable food sysyems, Portland, Maine  

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/casestudies/study_08312015_1.html  

Homelessness Project, Quixote Village, Olympia, WA  

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/pdredge/pdr-edge-featd-article-072417.html  

Filling in Housing Gaps  

https://www.shareable.net/blog/11-affordable-housing-alternatives-for-city-dwellers  

Alternative urban affordable housing options.  

mailto:ivanamazingrace@yahoo.com
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https://www.citylab.com/design/2018/01/the-granny-flats-are-coming/550388/  

accessorydwellingunits.org  

A great resource on on ongoing ADU policy & development.  

https://www.shareable.net/blog/austin-to-shelter-homeless-in-a-tiny-house-village  

https://www.shareable.net/blog/11-tiny-house-villages-redefining-home 

Again, I support it completely and ask Council to adopt the updated Consolidated Plan as propsed and 
written.  

Thank you for your time, consideration & service,  

Sincerely, 
Kristina Heintz 
Birchwood 
 
  

https://www.citylab.com/design/2018/01/the-granny-flats-are-coming/550388/
http://accessorydwellingunits.org/
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https://www.shareable.net/blog/11-tiny-house-villages-redefining-home
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Consolidated Plan Open House 
March 26, 2018, 6-7:30 PM 
Bellingham Central Library Conference Room 

Summary of Feedback: 

There were a total of 37 attendees at the Open House, as well as three City Staff and two volunteers 
from the Community Development Advisory Board, and one community volunteer. The event was 
divided among four tables according to the following topics. A volunteer or staff member manned each 
table to facilitate the activity, answer questions, and record comments or questions.  

Market analysis & needs assessment: 

• The following comments and suggestions came up during discussions with participants: 
o How can we better use data and population projections by neighborhood to 

accommodate growth? 
o I thought I had planned adequately for my retirement, and my house is paid off. I always 

believed in contributing my fair share of taxes, but as property values continue to go up, 
my property taxes have increased so much. It’s scary. 

o Re: homelessness, we should foster family involvement and reconnection, make it easier 
for the family to get involved. 

o When people think about zoning changes, most people are scared of the design 
standards, or “form” the new buildings will take. We should have more conversations 
with the public about “form-based codes” (see strongtowns.org, for example). 

o Is rent data collected as part of the Rental Safety Inspection Program? It should be. Then 
you can track how much rents are going up by neighborhood, and if landlords are raising 
rent more than 10%.  

Goals and priorities: 

• 19 participants did the goal sorting exercise. The two priorities ranked first most often among 
this group were “Address & Prevent Homelessness” (8) and “Increase Affordable Housing 
Supply” (7). These match the top two priorities in the Consolidated Plan.  

• Written comments on goals and priorities were: 
o Help by giving jobs and self-respect to those who are homeless/elderly (from cleaning to 

education) and vouchers for work completed. 
o Promote walkability and bicycling – these should be prioritized in neighborhoods over 

autos. 
o Move “conduct a housing equity audit by neighborhood” (Unsure if this means remove 

it, or move it elsewhere. This participant ranked “Promote Neighborhood Equity” as the 
top priority). 

• The following comments were also collected by City staff: 
o Homebuyer assistance drives the economy and creates wealth. 
o It doesn’t make sense to fund low-income buyers who can’t afford maintenance and 

repairs. 
o Need to have rent control. My rent is about to go up $150/month due to “market value.” 
o Need to provide safe spaces for homeless population. This includes listening to what the 

homeless want, not what we think they want.  
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o Housing crisis due to college/university students taking over and driving prices up out of 
sight! Not keeping up with local incomes either.  

o Convert empty retail spaces just to get/increase shelter for those in transition! 
(Especially in this horrible weather) 

o Wouldn’t it be cheaper to buy apartments to serve poor people with subsidized housing 
and more environmentally responsible than building new buildings? 

o Need to have simple support systems to employ/keep busy and show respect to 
homeless. Example: cleaning streets, weeding, and washing public areas.  

• In addition, there were two questions asked: 
o What percent of vote is needed to pass the levy? 
o Does 5-year consolidated plan assume next levy passes? 

Community engagement: 

• We asked participants to complete a quick survey with 3 questions which we could use to better 
plan and advertise future community engagement events: 

o How did you hear about this open house? 
o Did you participate in any of our online surveys? 
o What’s the best way to get your attention about important issues? 

• 17 participants completed the survey.  
o As expected, most of the participants (7) had heard about the open house via the email 

distribution list. A quarter of the participants (4) heard about the event through 
Facebook. Three participants just happened to walk by, and two heard about it by word 
of mouth. This indicates that the City’s Facebook events calendar is a good way to 
advertise events, and that good signage and event location are important factors in 
attracting more participants on the day of.  

o About half the participants had taken one of our online surveys (53%) and about half 
had not (47%). 

o Participants were asked to circle all the methods that are good ways to get their 
attention about important issues. The top method was social media (10), followed by 
print media (i.e., notices in Cascade Weekly or the Herald) and presentations to 
community groups (both 8). This was somewhat contradictory because “Newspaper” 
was an option for Question 1, “How did you hear about this open house?”, and no one 
selected it. The next most popular method was online surveys (7).  

• Discussion question: Who’s missing from this conversation? How could we better reach them? 
o Homeless; non-English speaker and low-income families; Western students; high school 

classrooms 
o Over half of us who are tenants (renters) don't get heard enough 
o Homeless people? 
o Marginalized community members; Do specific outreach 
o Families of the homeless 
o More low-income residents; More Spanish speakers 
o Since the colleges/university demand for housing (students) is so high, I think they need 

to come to the table!!! They are driving housing prices up and taking up space from 
others!   

• The following verbal comments were also written down by the volunteer: 
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o A homeless person said none of the strategies listed will work (people will find a way to 
discriminate against low-income despite new protections). 

o Attorney retired from NW Justice Project wanted to know when we were going to do 
more testing. 

o Most people thought we were doing a fantastic job. 
o One person asked why they didn’t know about the Fair Housing survey. Suggested they 

should follow the City of Bellingham on Facebook. 
o One lady who works for Skookum House felt that the problems start very early and our 

focus should be earlier, toddlers taken from parents.  
o One man who said he is very involved but did not hear about either of the surveys. 

Suggested to check the City’s web page. 
Budget & Funding: 

Participants were shown a pie chart of the 2012-2017 Consolidated Plan budget allocation, and a pie 
chart of the proposed 2017-2022 allocation. They were each given $460 in fake bills (in large 
denominations of $100’s, $50’s, and $20’s), representing a $4.6M annual budget, and asked to allocate 
the money between the categories as they see fit. The following pie chart is the accumulative budget 
allocation of 18 participants’ budgets. 

 

Compared to the City’s proposed 2017-2022 allocation, this “participant budget” is much more evenly 
distributed. While the City’s proposed budget allocates 44% to rental housing construction, the 
participant budget allocates just 20%. This is the only category that receives significantly less in the 
participant budget than in the City’s budget.  

Public and community facilities comparatively received the biggest increase, at 14% of the budget 
(compared to 4% in the City’s budget). Strategic acquisition of sites also received significantly more in 
the participant budget – at 14% compared to 5% in the City’s budget. Some of this may be due to the 
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fact that participants only received large denominations for this exercise, which made allocating small 
amounts a bit more of a challenge.  

Rental assistance and support services receive exactly the same allocation (24%) in both budgets, and 
housing preservation receives nearly the same allocation (12% versus 13% in the City’s budget).  

Open House - Budget Exercise 
Participant 
budget 

Proposed 
City budget 

Rental housing construction 20% 44% 
Rental assistance & support services 24% 24% 
Housing preservation 12% 13% 
Homebuyer assistance 9% 5% 
Strategic acquisition of sites 14% 5% 
Public & community facilities 14% 4% 
Administration & contingency 7% 5% 

 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED & RESPONSE (Reported in HUD’S IDIS) 

There were a wide variety of comments and questions during this event. The comments recorded in 
relation to the City's proposed Goals & Priorities were: 

- Homebuyer assistance drives the economy and creates wealth (Yes, this is why we continue to fund 
homebuyer assistance) 

- Need to provide safe spaces for homeless population. This includes listening to what the homeless 
wants, not what we think they want. (We have made a great effort to survey case managers and low-
income residents. The low-barrier homeless shelter is a top priority in the near-term. As an emergency 
measure, the City has made dumpsters and toilets available to those who are homeless, and works to 
make public places welcoming and safe for the homeless population.) 

- Wouldn’t it be cheaper to buy apartments to serve poor people with subsidized housing and more 
environmentally responsible than building new buildings? (Yes! That is why we have prioritized 
acquisition of existing buildings and strategic acquisition of sites, along with new construction.) 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS NOT ACCEPTED AND REASONS 

- It doesn’t make sense to fund low-income buyers who can’t afford maintenance and repairs. (Our 
homeownership assistance programs provide training for homebuyers, and also ensure that the buyer 
has adequate income for routine maintenance and upkeep of the property.) 

- Need to have rent control. My rent is about to go up $150/month due to “market value.” (Under State 
law, the City cannot enact rent control measures. This is an issue to bring up with your elected State 
representative.) 

- Housing crisis due to college/university students taking over and driving prices up out of sight! Not 
keeping up with local incomes either. (It is true that housing costs are not keeping up with local incomes, 
however we do not attribute this or the high cost of housing to the student population. Bellingham has 
long been an affordable college town, and has only seen sharp housing increases in recent years as the 
region has experienced significant economic and population growth. Meanwhile, the student population 
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has remained relatively constant, and therefore we cannot reasonably attribute the rise in housing costs 
to the student population alone.) 

- Convert empty retail spaces just to get/increase shelter for those in transition! Especially in this horrible
weather. (The City is actively working with property owners and developers to redevelop and repurpose
vacant properties in our Downtown core. However, this is dependent on private owners’ willingness to
sell and/or redevelop their properties. The City cannot legally force them to do so. This is also why
building a new low-barrier shelter is a top priority.)

- Need to have simple support systems to employ/keep busy and show respect to homeless. Example:
cleaning streets, weeding, and washing public areas. (There is no such City-run program planned,
however, we do have ample job-training opportunities in the community through Goodwill and
Worksource. Our partner-led priorities include more supported job training and placement for those
who are currently or formerly homeless.)
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